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#REDFLAG: Hear me out. It's important. 
 
We're FUNDAMENTALLY talking about Barr and Mueller
in the wrong way. 
 
According to the Special Counsel rules, in basic terms, the
Attorney General MUST notify Congress if he ever
disagreed, overruled, or blocked the Special Counsel. 
 
[1/2]

#IMO: Barr violated DOJ rules by failing to disclose he OVERRULED Mueller. 

 

In his first letter, Barr told Congress "there were no such instances" where he

disagreed, overruled, or blocked Mueller. 

 

But, his decision to exonerate Trump, when Mueller would not, is just that. [2/2]
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#RELATED: While the Special Counsel rules mandate that Barr notifies Congress if

he interferes w/ the investigation... 

 

...those rules DON'T apply for the 14 investigations Mueller handed-off. 

 

They could be impeded and Barr wouldn't have to tell anyone. 
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Replying to @CyrusToulabi
#REMEMBER: The Special Counsel regulations mandate that at 
the end of the investigation, the AG must notify Congress: 
 
- If the AG intervened in any investigative steps, prosecutions, 
etc, that the SC wanted to pursue.#HOWEVER: Those rules 
DON'T EXIST for other investigations.
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133 12:16 AM - Apr 20, 2019

98 people are talking about this

#NEW: Pleased to say, brilliant legal mind and former U.S. Attorney,

@BarbMcQuade... 

 

...tweeted the EXACT point I've been arguing. 

 

Barr OVERULED Mueller on obstruction. His letters, press conference, and

testimony have all distracted us from this fact. 

 

Barb McQuade
@BarbMcQuade

Barr has said that were no instances in which he overruled the 
special counsel. In fact, he overruled Mueller’s  finding of 
obstruction. He should just say so instead of using letters, press 
conference, and testimony to mislead the public.

14.9K 11:17 PM - May 2, 2019

4,699 people are talking about this

@BarbMcQuade #NEW: The great @AshaRangappa_ concurs! And she's added

some astute additional analysis. 

 

Check it out... 

Asha Rangappa
@AshaRangappa_

This is exactly right, and @cyrustoulabi beat me to the exact 
thread I planned to write (in response to @BarbMcQuade's post, 
as he did!). In making a charging decision contrary to Mueller's 
position, Barr is *obligated* to report that decision to Congress 
and EXPLAIN WHY 1/
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#REDFLAG: Hear me out. It's important. 
 
We're FUNDAMENTALLY talking about Barr and Mueller in the wrong 
way. 
 
According to the Special Counsel rules, in basic terms, the Attorney 
General MUST notify Congress if he ever disagreed, overruled, or 
blocked the Special Counsel. 
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